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The nature of anti-virus (AV) software has
radically changed since the first pieces of
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malware invaded the PC world back in the 1980s.
As the world has become more connected and
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more mobile, the criminals behind malware have
become more sophisticated and gotten better at
targeting their victims with various ploys. This
guide will take you through this historical context
before setting out the reasons why it is time to
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replace AV with newer security controls that offer
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stronger protection delivered at a lower cost
and with less of a demand for skilled security
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INSTABILITY AND
SLOWNESS

operations staff to manage and deploy. We’ll
show you why you should switch and how to do
it successfully, too.
2000s

A SHORT HISTORY OF AV AND MALWARE
The IBM PC was first sold in 1981, but it took several years
before PCs needed protection against software viruses. Most
histories of AV software set 1987 as the first attempts. One
of the first was the creation of Ross Greenberg called FluShot
Plus. Back then there was no internet, few very early local area
networks, and mostly floppy disks; most of the malware was
more a nuisance than the sophistication we had today. The AV
software at that time had a relatively simple task of checking the
boot sector of the floppy along with any executable programs
contained on each disk. When hard drives were introduced on
PCs, their function was pretty much the same.
That seems quaint nowadays. With always-on internet
connections, malware can reach any endpoint, no matter what
OS it is running. Thanks to phishing emails, we now have
ransomware and cryptominers. Malicious web scripts and phony
URLs lead to other traps, too. Not to mention that PCs now are
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in the minority when it comes to endpoints that have spread to
tablets, smartphones, embedded devices, printers, and all other
kinds of connected things that weren’t even imaginable back in
the 20th century.

2007: GARTNER
BEGINS TO USE THE
PHRASE “ENDPOINT
PROTECTION
PLATFORM” (EPP)

Today’s adversary uses a collection of attack methods that try
all sorts of ways to worm their way into a corporate network to
compromise various endpoints. The attacks of today are more
about adversaries tricking users and then hiding and disguising
the malicious activity, rather than inventing new ways for a piece
of malicious software to penetrate a system.
Malware has become a major industry and is quite profitable.
We first saw this evolution about ten years ago, when
specialized tools such as cryptors and packers were created to
assemble and obfuscate the intent of malicious applications.
This meant that malware went from spray and pray to target
and stay. Ready-made exploit kits meant that just about
anyone could create a new piece of malware by clicking on
a few buttons inside their web browser, with no coding skills
required. This report from KPMG last year notes that 250,000
new malware strains emerge daily, showing that malware strains
change rapidly to evade detection.
Now almost any cyber attack can be ordered up quickly, with
a simple web-based dashboard, a small payment (bitcoins
accepted!) and with minimal skills to launch at a victim’s
network or specific endpoints. The cost of these tools is a
few hundred dollars per attack, bringing them within reach
of just about anyone with evil intent. Nation-states have
also gotten into the attack game, broadening their reach and
making political statements or used in concert with traditional
espionage methods.
The Shadow Brokers is a good example of this evolution.
This hacking group first arrived on the scene in August 2016,
leaking tools stolen from the NSA that exploited zero-day
vulnerabilities in enterprise firewalls and Windows devices. A
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1. MALWARE HAS BECOME A MAJOR INDUSTRY

3. MALWARE WORKS HARD TO STAY HIDDEN
4. FILE-BASED DETECTION HAS BECOME OBSOLETE

About seven years ago, some predicted the death of AV (such as
in this PC World piece). This was because AV had moved from
the primary line of defense of the 1980s and 1990s to becoming
a bit player in a very large arsenal of different types of newer
and more advanced security products. Many surveys show that
the average AV product can only stop a very small number of
malware attacks, no matter whose product you implement.
Let’s look at some examples for why the world of malware
has changed. First is the rise of the nation-state hacking
groups. Over the past several years, government-sponsored
hackers have made incursions on numerous infrastructure
businesses, such as pipelines, cellular providers, petrochemical
companies and electric utilities. In 2018, the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),
and the UK’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) issued a
joint statement blaming Russian agencies for various cyber
attacks. Malware has become a key element in international
espionage: more than just making money, it has become a
show of political force.
Next is how hard malware now works to stay hidden. Take the
case of the banking trojan QakBot. It uses a variety of techniques
to prevent detection. First, it names its binary calc.exe (which
is what the built-in Windows Calculator app uses for its own
executable). It also checks to see if it is running in a Virtual
Machine and if it’s calc.exe has been renamed – both can be
evidence of malware researchers investigation tools.
If it determines it is not being monitored, Qakbot tries to hide
itself further into the file system with a valid signed cert.
(COFENSE BLOG)
Finally, automated and “malware-as-a-service” tools have made
file-based detection obsolete for two reasons. First, malware
payloads can be uniquely created for each specific attack. And
probably more importantly, modern cyber-attacks increasingly
make use of fileless techniques, where built-in operating system
tools like PowerShell and Windows Management Instrumentation
are used for malicious purposes. These techniques allow
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2. NATION-STATE HACKING GROUPS ARE ON THE RISE

number of campaigns were waged with these tools, most
notably the April 2017 leak of the ETERNALBLUE exploit
which hit hundreds of thousands of PCs with WannaCry and
NotPetya. The cost of these attacks was astronomical, and
brought many corporations, such as shipping giant Maersk
and the City of Atlanta government to a complete computing
standstill, with many entities taking weeks or months to
resume normal operations.
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THE CHANGING NATURE OF ENDPOINT
PROTECTION T ECHNOLOGIES

So to summarize, cyber criminals have broadened their
reach and are now bypassing simple security mechanisms
and using malware-as-a-service to target your organization.
They can use clever social engineering techniques and insider
data to leverage their way into your organization. They also
favor elements that appear normal but are compromised and
can breach your defenses and slip into your network without
being detected.
THE RISE OF “NGAV”, EPP AND EDR
Over time, analysts began talking about “next generation AV”
or NGAV. The term was mostly a marketing term used by the
new AV vendors to distance themselves from traditional
endpoint protection tools. One security vendor (Sentinel One)
says it “identifies malicious activity using a system-centered,
technical approach that examines every process on an
endpoint.” That either defines all security tools or none of
them, depending on how you interpret those words. Clearly,
it was time for a different term and a different point of view.
Gartner came out with a piece about the purported “death of
AV” back in 2010, where it definitely stated that the days of
searching for signatures was passé.

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM A MODERN EPP TOOL
Today’s EPP tools have evolved to meet the demands of a
modern workforce, one that emphasizes decentralization and
affords the on-the-road employee and the remote worker as
much protection as an employee in the corporate HQ.
Initially the cloud became popular because it reduced
infrastructure demands - no need to have a management
server in every office – and it meant IT didn’t need to worry
about users that didn’t connect to the corporate network often
enough to retrieve the latest virus signatures which were often
published multiple times an hour. The cloud-based management
dashboards made it easy to instantly see the protection status
of all devices, because you could monitor your installation with
just a web browser.
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malicious activity to mix with benign operations, making
adversaries very hard to detect. This means it isn’t enough to
just scan a filesystem for bad files. It is all about figuring out if
you have an adversary inside your network, and what resources
have been compromised. The faster you can detect someone or
something suspicious, the faster you can contain the threat and
minimize damage and loss.

But universal acceptance of the cloud doesn’t mean that
everyone is running 100% cloud infrastructure; quite the
contrary. Most businesses today have a growing mix of onpremises and distributed employees, and that isn’t going to
change anytime soon. This puts an extra burden on compliance
with various privacy regulations, and IT departments have
to ensure that not only their own networks but their supplier
networks have solid controls.
Threat analysis has also become more sophisticated.
A growing number of EPP products are aligning with the
MITRE ATT&CK framework, which makes it easier to describe
and understand a threat and break it down into its component
parts. This framework is also being used by more vendors,
making threat data sharing more functional.

KEY TAKEAWAYS:
THE MODERN EPP TOOL
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EPP

Today every business manager is concerned that the next data
breach will have their company in the news. The time it takes
to find and root out any malware is also a major concern for
two reasons: first, as European laws such as GDPR place fines
for delays in reporting a breach. Second, containing malware is
critical to stopping the spread of infection.
One of the reasons why most organization’s endpoint protection
is passé is because their current provider focuses on file
scanning as its main threat prevention mechanism. The modern
malware universe uses all sorts of tricks to hide in plain sight,
“live off the land” (meaning leverage OS features or applications
that can appear to be trusted or benign), and may not even have
an actual file footprint to detect.
Second, file-based AV (and even some that call themselves
NGAV) was invented in an era where standalone security tools
were the norm.
Third, modern EPPs can provide actionable intelligence to know
which endpoints have been compromised by what malware.
An EPP tool must be able to quickly answer this question.
Many information security tools require an experienced security
analyst to navigate numerous data sources and be skilled
enough to link seemingly innocuous events into a detailed
incident report. Thanks to automation and integration, an EPP
tool can provide all of the information and context to allow the
operator to take action faster than ever before.
Finally, switching from traditional AV to an EPP has become
easier than it once was -- both in terms of perception and reality.
STEPS INVOLVED IN MAKING THE SWITCH TO EPP
First, make sure you have the right tool. Every EPP offers
different capabilities and features. Make sure it matches your
expectations, your requirements, and the capabilities of your
security team.
Here are some questions that you might ask:

◾◾ How does the product handle false positives, and how
does this feedback improve its subsequent effectiveness?
You don’t want your staff chasing down the same false
positive alerts that end up wasting everyone’s time.

Second, begin a proof of concept (PoC) to explore how the
product works. You really have to conduct a hands-on test to
understand the nature of how your staff will interact with the
product before you can fully assess its business value.
Here are some things to think about.
◾◾ Is there something in your computing environment
that isn’t protected by the product? For example, some
products don’t support older OS versions, or multiple
Active Directory domains, and many don’t provide
coverage for anything other than Windows. Do you have
macOS or Linux or embedded devices?
◾◾ Does the product match your existing staff skill levels?
Some products require dedicated specialists that need to
be trained or have other skills to effectively use them.
◾◾ Does your PoC include the necessary stakeholders?
Sometimes, a PoC leaves out key players, such as the
corporate legal staff (for compliance reporting) or others
that aren’t usually part of the security organization.
◾◾ Does the product match your existing workflows?
Or do your workflows and other processes have to
change to make the product more effective?
◾◾ How does the product interact with your existing security
toolset and how will it augment (or replace) what you
already have?
Next, examine the typical security metrics and make sure you
understand what each means, and how important they are for
your organization.
These usually include:
◾◾ Average time to detect a threat
◾◾ Average time to respond to and contain the threats
within an incident
◾◾ Average time to understand and fix the root cause and
resolve an incident
The next step is planning the switchover. Here you want to
examine your existing configuration and endpoint protection
policies and determine if they need modification, either more
or less strict, for the new product. You will want to formulate a
communications plan to inform your end users about what is
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◾◾ Does the product actually prevent modern malware
infections? This seems obvious, but it isn’t the only
consideration.

◾◾ How will the product improve your overall
security? Will it reduce the time to contain?
Will it improve the ability to respond to incidents?
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WHY IT IS TIME TO SWITCH TO EPP

PLATFORM THAT STOPS TARGETED ATTACKS
BEFORE DAMAGE AND LOSS WITH THE PEOPLE
YOU ALREADY HAVE.

happening, and have in place the necessary help and IT support
staff if they run into problems. Part of your plan should be what
happens when you can’t upgrade an endpoint to the new product.
The final stage is the actual deployment itself. Here you
will have to decide on the speed of the rollout, the number
of different endpoint OS versions and how the upgrade will
be scheduled, and whether the deployment will happen
automatically or through a sequence of manual methods.
We’ve seen automatic deployments that happen over a
weekend for tens of thousands of endpoints, while others by design - are rolled out in phases.
WHY USE ENDGAME FOR EPP
As attacks have become more complex, defenders have
to move beyond simple malware execution and signature
detection. This means that simple AV (or even NGAV)
isn’t sufficient for protecting the modern enterprise. As we
mentioned earlier, malware authors are getting sneakier and
adding layers of code obfuscation and other techniques to
evade detection. This coupled with targeted attacks means
that hackers are getting better and more persistent at trying
to breach their intended victims.
To defend against the modern malware methods, enterprises
need a layered defensive strategy that can prevent, detect,
respond and hunt them down. Endgame ensures security
programs have the scope to anticipate attacker innovation.
Endgame has chosen the most sophisticated attack model

Endgame has several advantages: first, users with zero
training can be immediately productive in identifying and
stopping attacks. Second, it combines both cloud, on-premises
and hybrid management and deployment options to suit the
unique requirements of even the largest enterprises. In addition,
it also supports off-network devices that only occasionally
connect online, giving them identical protection. Endgame also
offers the ability to conduct forensic reviews of the past four
months’ worth of data to meet breach notification and other
regulatory requirements. It also has additional tools, such as
Artemis and Resolver, to provide attack visualization and AIbased techniques to make it more powerful and usable.
ABOUT THE AUTHORS
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ENDGAME IS THE ONLY ENDPOINT PROTECTION

available using the MITRE ATT&CK framework which identifies,
in high resolution, attacker techniques and tactics.
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ABOUT ENDGAME
Endgame makes military-grade endpoint protection as simple as anti-virus. Leveraging the industry’s most advanced machine learning
to phishing, and targeted attacks. Endgame is the only endpoint security platform to offer a unique hybrid architecture that delivers both
cloud administration and data localization that meets all industry, regulatory, and global compliance requirements. The US military as
well as the world’s largest commercial organizations rely on Endgame to protect their people, technology and mission, globally. For more
information, visit www.endgame.com.
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technology, Endgame enables security operators of any skill level to deliver full-force protection, stopping everything from ransomware,

